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NFL Draft 2019 Scouting Report: OLB Kaden Elliss, Idaho 

*Our LB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

 

-- ‘Quick hit’ scouting is a quick publishing of shorthand notes I had from watching 2-4 games of activity 

on a prospect this week, and with me already knowing the measurables and where the prospect was 

drafted. Also, with me having done some brief tape study/work on them and having a computer 

scouting model grade on them pre-Draft. With the ‘quick hit’, I wanted to do an abridged re-look at 

certain prospects, post-draft, for any numbers of reasons. --  

Why a re-look here? Elliss is a part of our ‘three-cone freak’ series of under-the-radar prospects we’re 

looking at. The 6’2”+/238 pound defender posted a freakish 6.63 three-cone at his Pro Day, which (in 

part) was good enough to get him drafted in the 7th-round by the Saints this year.  

His initial computer scouting model grade was pretty nice (7+), but I hadn’t really looked much deeper at 

him…but here we are.  

Here are my notes as I took them watching 2-3 of Elliss’s games and some highlights of his career work 

and looking over his profile, background, etc. 

 

Notes… 

 -- Not only played defense, mostly OLB but some 4-3 DE as well, but also played some at TE.  

 -- High character guy. 

 -- Good feet…very quick burst off the snap.  

 -- His burst/movement is so explosive sometimes he’s almost impossible to block 1-on-1. 

 -- Great movement skills…hard to make moves on him because he just moves/cuts/changes direction 

faster than opponents/blockers/ballcarriers.  

 -- Totally impressed with the way he’s moving around the field – you can’t teach what he has.  

 -- Versatile because of his speed/quickness… 

Plays OLB primarily but comes up as a 4-3 DE rusher off the edge and is a handful for blockers to keep up 

with. 

He comes forward on defense well, but he also gets back into coverage with grace as well.  

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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A guy his size with his movement, who can rush the backfield and drop into coverage…deserved way 

more than a 7th-round pick status.  

 -- You know what could be exciting here…he’s got all the moves/look of a guy who could move to 

middle linebacker as well.  

 -- As a tight end…moves fine, but looks a bit uncomfortable, awkward. You can tell it’s not his primary 

position…but it works for college. I guess if defense fails, he could try TE.  

 -- Very solid tackler. His movement skills + tackle ability…he’s an NFL defender not a TE convert.  

 -- Reminds me of Nick Vigil some (Cincy ILB who was a college ILB/OLB/RB). 

 -- Side note…  

Watching Idaho v. Fresno State, watching Elliss…Fresno State WR KeeSean Johnson caught my eye for 

the first time. I see what the Cardinals might have been seeing here. I thought he was a waste of a pick, 

but looking at him more…I see his WR movement skills that are better than his measurables, etc.  

I’m open to KeeSean being better than our grades. Probably going to have to do a full scouting report to 

be sure. 

 

I’m pretty impressed here with Elliss. Instantly, I was attracted to how well Elliss was moving. Rare to see 

a defensive player who gets moving towards a ballcarrier and when ballcarriers try to make moves/a 

quick shift to get away…Elliss just casually moves towards their cut/space faster than they do and snuffs 

out the play. Elliss has the feet and looks like he has the aggression and tackle skills to go with it.  

Playing at Idaho hid him from more draft attention. Playing so many roles also hid him a little…hid his 

number output. He pass rushed as an edge rusher sometimes, he stayed back as a pure linebacker at 

times, he dropped back into coverage a bunch. Had he just played as a 4-3 DE for an entire season, he 

would have had 20+ TFLs and 10.0+ sacks in a season…but he’s so versatile that he moved around so 

many roles his ‘stats’ were muted some.  

A really smart pick by one of the suddenly smarter NFL Draft teams – New Orleans.  

 

  

Kaden Elliss, Through the Lens of Our OLB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

 -- 10 catches for 176 yards and 2 TDs as a lightly used TE the past two seasons. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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 -- Averaged 65.0 tackles, 15.5 TFLs, 6.5 sacks the past two seasons (junior and senior years). 

 -- In 2016, as a sophomore, he picked off 5 passes and had 7 PDs with 3 forced fumbles as more of a 

coverage OLB. 

 -- His career high for tackles was in 2015, as a freshman – 83 tackles.  

 

Pro Day Measurables… 

6’2.2”/238 

4.71 40-time, 1.60 10-yard 

4.13 shuttle, 6.63 three-cone 

20 bench press, 34.5” vertical, 10’0” broad jump 

 

 

The Historical OLB Prospects to Whom Kaden Elliss Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

When I see Nick Vigil and Jordan Hicks as comps…I’m starting to think Elliss has the profile to convert 

over to be a legit NFL starting ILB…or he’ll be fine as an OLB. I said he reminded me of Vigil, prior – and 

the computer agrees.  

 

OLB 
Grade 

Last First Draft Yr College H H W Tackle 
Strgth 
Metric 

Spd 
Agil 

Metric 

Pass 
Rush 

Metric 

7.979 Elliss Kaden 2019 Idaho 6 2.2 238 7.30 9.36 8.27 

7.845 Vigil Nick 2016 Utah State 6 2.3 239 8.30 9.99 7.62 

7.461 Hicks Jordan 2015 Texas 6 1.3 236 7.97 10.36 9.35 

5.589 Fua Alani 2015 BYU 6 4.6 238 6.61 8.59 7.27 

4.054 Jackson Justin 2014 Wake Forest 6 0.4 233 6.67 7.26 6.96 

4.454 Gibson Thaddeus 2010 Ohio State 6 2.0 243 5.21 8.35 7.13 

 

*A score of 8.00+ is where we see a stronger correlation of LBs going on to become NFL good/great/elite. 

A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system, and indicates a greater probability of becoming an 

NFL elite LB. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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All of the LB ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in certain 

instances. 

Tackle-Strength Metrics = A combination of several physical and performance measurements. An 

attempt to classify the LB prospect's ability to stop the run, as well as a gauge of how physical the player 

is and the likelihood of higher tackle counts in the NFL. All based on profiles of LBs historically. 

Speed-Agility Metrics = A combination of several speed, agility, and size measurements...as well as game 

performance data to profile a LB for speed/agility based on LBs historically. A unique measuring system 

to look for LBs that profile for quickness, pass-coverage ability, and general ability to cover more ground. 

Pass Rush Metrics = A combination of the physical measurements, but also proven on-field ability to get 

to the QB/backfield in college. 

  

 

2019 NFL Draft Outlook: 

*Was selected by the Saints in the 7th-round/pick #244 of the draft.* 

 

NFL Outlook:    

I’m getting excited here. I thought he was a raw potential OLB with good computer grades with a tough 

journey to making an NFL roster right away, but the more I watched I saw a guy who may be ready to 

roll right away…makes the team, plays special teams, works as a backup and then in another year he’s a 

surprise guy starting at OLB or ILB. Similar to the Nick Vigil story…overlooked, at first, but then forces his 

way to the field/starting lineup.  
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